In recent years, 3D trans-oesophageal echocardiography (TOE) has become widely used for monitoring cardiac interventions. The control of the TOE probe during the procedure is a manual task which is tedious and harmful for the operator when exposed to radiation. To improve this technique, an add-on robotic system has been developed for holding and manipulating a commercial TOE probe. This paper focuses on the probe adjustment strategy in order to accurately monitor the moving intra-operative catheters. The positioning strategy is divided into an initialization step based on a pre-planning method, and a localized adjustment step based on the robotic differential kinematics. A series of experiments was performed to evaluate the initialization and the localized adjustment steps. The results indicate a mean error less than 10 mm from the phantom experiments for the initialization step, and a median error less than 1.5 mm from the computer-based simulation experiments for the localized adjustment step. Compared to the much bigger image volume, it is concluded that the proposed methods are feasible for this application. Future work will focus on evaluating the method in a more realistic TOE scanning scenario.
Introduction
Catheter-based procedures for minimally invasive surgeries have been widely used in the last two decades as a replacement for open surgery for treating various types of heart disease. In these procedures, miniatured catheters (long, thin, flexible, hollow tubes), serving a broad range of functions for different treatment purposes, are slowly moved into the heart. The catheter is inserted into a large vein through a small incision, made usually in the groin area, and then is advanced into the heart. To guide the catheter's operation within the heart, X-ray fluoroscopic imaging and 2D trans-oesophageal echocardiography (TOE) are typically the modalities of choice. Working collaboratively, fluoroscopy provides high-contrast images of the devices, while 2D TOE provides more detailed information on the soft tissues. With the development in recent years of real-time 3D ultrasound using matrix-array techniques, guiding of catheter-based procedures can be performed using a 3D TOE probe [1] , and this approach has been gradually investigated by more organizations ever since the first experience reported in [2] . Though 2D TOE still gains wider acceptance among cardiologists and anesthetists, as it has been performed for many years, and has been carefully standardized for each step of different procedures [3] , evidence has shown that 3D TOE has advantages in visualizing intra-operative catheters and heart structures with its volumetric imaging nature [4, 5] .
With the use of 3D TOE, the entire scenario, including the catheter, devices, and heart structures (e.g., septum, valve, and appendage) in most catheter-based procedures can be imaged in a single 3D view [6, 7] . This feature enables 3D TOE potentially to be used more widely in the future for guiding cardiac interventional procedures, and standardized 3D protocols for specific procedures have already been investigated by researchers, such as described in [8] .
Despite the advancement of the ultrasound imaging techniques, 3D TOE still remains as an operator-based manual approach. With the operator standing next to the X-ray system and manipulating the TOE probe, it is tedious and harmful for the duration of the longer interventional procedures [9] . Heavy protection clothes and long periods of standing are required, which can lead to several occupational diseases [10, 11] . Additionally, the single 3D view for TOE still has a narrow field-of-view (FOV), and might require continuous adjustment to keep the catheter in a good position. To address these challenges, an add-on robotic system [12] , which allows remote control of a commercial TOE probe (x7-2t, Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) has been designed and manufactured. The robot has four degrees-of-freedom (DOFs), including the translation and rotation of the probe shaft, as well as the bi-directional bending of the probe head. The device was designed such that it does not require any change to the original TOE probe, which has the benefit of being able to use existing probes already employed clinically. With the probe initially positioned using all DOFs, it is expected the remaining minor adjustments could be achieved by the two DOF bi-directional bending. This configuration would be ideal for the automatic use of the device as the manipulation of the shaft of the probe, e.g., translation further down from the oral cavity, usually requires human assistance, while the bi-directional bending of the probe head, which happens in a local area, could be achieved automatically and remotely during the procedure.
In this paper, a new concept using the designed TOE robot to automatically monitor intra-operative catheters and place the catheter in the center of the FOV has been presented. To our knowledge, the device we designed was the first published system for robotically manipulating a TOE probe, and the automatic catheter monitoring with TOE is a unique topic which has not been reported before. Detailed methods employed in this paper are related to research work for other types of endoscopes in different applications, such as described in [13, 14] . In addition, a probe steering method for an intra-cardiac ultrasound robotic system based on the inverse kinematics was proposed in [15] , to automatically track targeted structures or devices with the catheter pointing towards the target accordingly. The automatic tracking was achieved by computing the angle between the target and the imaging plane and commanding a specific movement. In our work, the automatic adjustments of the TOE probe are done by a pre-planning method for initialization and a numerical servo loop based on differential kinematics for localized adjustment. This paper, extended from a previous published conference paper [16] , is improved by including phantom experiments for the initialization step and using specially-defined clinical procedures, rather than randomly generated points, for the simulation study of the localized adjustment step.
Materials and Methods

Overview of the Robotic Trans-Oesophageal Echocardiography (TOE) System
The developed add-on TOE robot (Figure 1a ) holds the probe handle and manipulates four mechanical DOFs that are available in manual handling of a commercial probe. This includes translation of the probe, rotation of the probe, and bi-directional bending of the probe head. The additional DOF for electronic steering of the ultrasound beam, controlled by a pair of buttons on the side of the probe handle, is not robotized, as this function is also accessible from the ultrasound scanner for the proposed robotic use. The robot includes a handle control structure to rotate the two co-axial knobs with belt mechanisms built into an actuating chamber, a probe handle rotation structure to rotate the shaft about the long axis with a gear train mechanism actuated by a pair of motors, and a linear belt mechanism mounted on a rail to translate the probe along the long axis. With these mechanisms, the probe tip where the ultrasound transducer is located can be translated, rotated, and bent bi-directionally according to a set of robotic parameters. As human assistance is still important to insert the probe into the oral cavity and guide it down to the oesophagus, the translational axis was designed to allow both robotic and manual controls.
With microcontrollers and Bluetooth modules built inside the handle actuating chamber, the TOE robot can be remotely controlled by the user via Bluetooth communication from a PC. More details of the design, along with the method of operation and safety concerns, can be found in our previous work [12] . The whole system is designed to work as an individual piece next to the surgical bed, such as standing on a trolley (Figure 1b) . Different options to manipulate the TOE robot have also been provided, including control from software, a gamepad, a dummy probe, and a haptic device. Particularly, the design and the use of a dummy probe are described in the work [17] .
Micromachines 2018, 9, x 3 of 14 still important to insert the probe into the oral cavity and guide it down to the oesophagus, the translational axis was designed to allow both robotic and manual controls. With microcontrollers and Bluetooth modules built inside the handle actuating chamber, the TOE robot can be remotely controlled by the user via Bluetooth communication from a PC. More details of the design, along with the method of operation and safety concerns, can be found in our previous work [12] . The whole system is designed to work as an individual piece next to the surgical bed, such as standing on a trolley (Figure 1b) . Different options to manipulate the TOE robot have also been provided, including control from software, a gamepad, a dummy probe, and a haptic device. Particularly, the design and the use of a dummy probe are described in the work [17] . For the use of the proposed TOE robot, an exemplary embodiment is shown in Figure 1c with a remote-controlled actuation of a TOE probe and clinicians for the procedure. In this configuration, the TOE probe, manipulated by the proposed robot, is controlled by the echocardiographer (either a cardiologist or an anesthetist) from a separate room (e.g., the monitoring room) with a robot workstation. The workstation is structurally configured with hardware and software to generate motor commands to the TOE robot via different user inputs as introduced. The ultrasound images shown on the ultrasound machine inside the surgical room are also fed back to the robot workstation for the echocardiographer. Additionally, in a collaborative control scheme between the For the use of the proposed TOE robot, an exemplary embodiment is shown in Figure 1c with a remote-controlled actuation of a TOE probe and clinicians for the procedure. In this configuration, the TOE probe, manipulated by the proposed robot, is controlled by the echocardiographer (either a cardiologist or an anesthetist) from a separate room (e.g., the monitoring room) with a robot workstation. The workstation is structurally configured with hardware and software to generate motor commands to the TOE robot via different user inputs as introduced. The ultrasound images shown on the ultrasound machine inside the surgical room are also fed back to the robot workstation for the echocardiographer. Additionally, in a collaborative control scheme between the echocardiographer and the surgeon, appropriate user interfaces for facilitating additional control of the TOE probe from the surgeon could also be included.
Pre-Planning Method for Initialization
The pre-planning method used for the initialization step intends to locate the global probe position during a defined procedure. In a view-planning platform developed for 3D TOE (Figure 2a) , an automatically segmented 3D heart model from a pre-scanned magnetic resonance (MR) image, a manually segmented oesophagus center line, and the scanned model of the TOE probe head can be loaded and simulated. With the kinematics of the probe modelled, the corresponding virtual 2D center slice and the cone-sized 3D volume FOV are displayed [17] . In the platform, markers representing the location of the catheter that is to be monitored are defined from the pre-scanned MR image and used to determine the necessary monitoring range of a TOE view. Based on the middle of the defined markers for a procedure (denoted as the target), the desired robotic parameters are determined. Ideally, as a way of optimizing the target position in the FOV, the defined target should be positioned at the center of the TOE FOV. However, the Z-distance between the probe's transducer face and the target, measured along the Z-axis of the ultrasound image coordinates, is constrained by the heart-to-oesophagus distance, and therefore, the Z-distance optimization is limited. Moreover, most of the structures of clinical interest, where devices are likely to be placed, are already at good positions in the ultrasound image space (near field). Therefore, the focus of this work is on optimizing the X-axis distance and Y-axis distance measured along the X-and Y-axis of the ultrasound image coordinates, in which case the two distances are zero if the target is placed at the center of the X-Y plane.
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The pre-planning method used for the initialization step intends to locate the global probe position during a defined procedure. In a view-planning platform developed for 3D TOE (Figure  2a) , an automatically segmented 3D heart model from a pre-scanned magnetic resonance (MR) image, a manually segmented oesophagus center line, and the scanned model of the TOE probe head can be loaded and simulated. With the kinematics of the probe modelled, the corresponding virtual 2D center slice and the cone-sized 3D volume FOV are displayed [17] . In the platform, markers representing the location of the catheter that is to be monitored are defined from the pre-scanned MR image and used to determine the necessary monitoring range of a TOE view. Based on the middle of the defined markers for a procedure (denoted as the target), the desired robotic parameters are determined. Ideally, as a way of optimizing the target position in the FOV, the defined target should be positioned at the center of the TOE FOV. However, the Z-distance between the probe's transducer face and the target, measured along the Z-axis of the ultrasound image coordinates, is constrained by the heart-to-oesophagus distance, and therefore, the Z-distance optimization is limited. Moreover, most of the structures of clinical interest, where devices are likely to be placed, are already at good positions in the ultrasound image space (near field). Therefore, the focus of this work is on optimizing the X-axis distance and Y-axis distance measured along the Xand Y-axis of the ultrasound image coordinates, in which case the two distances are zero if the target is placed at the center of the X-Y plane. Using gradient-descent search, an objective function based on the X-and Y-axial distances from the origin of the ultrasound image coordinates to the target can be defined to optimize the robotic parameters based on the forward kinematics [12] . The forward kinematic model F(p), where p is the robotic parameter set, gives the transformation between the patient coordinates and the predicted probe tip coordinates:
The patient coordinates are defined from the MR image coordinates. The position vector of the target defined in the patient coordinates is denoted as Patient tTarget. The position of the target in the ultrasound image coordinates can be calculated using a known calibration obtained from [18] : Using gradient-descent search, an objective function based on the X-and Y-axial distances from the origin of the ultrasound image coordinates to the target can be defined to optimize the robotic parameters based on the forward kinematics [12] . The forward kinematic model F(p), where p is the robotic parameter set, gives the transformation between the patient coordinates and the predicted probe tip coordinates:
The patient coordinates are defined from the MR image coordinates. The position vector of the target defined in the patient coordinates is denoted as Patient t Target . The position of the target in the ultrasound image coordinates can be calculated using a known calibration obtained from [18] :
Since both X-and Y-components of this position vector are expected to be zero, to locate the target at the center, the objective function is defined as the root sum square of the X-and Y-components obtained from US t Target (p). The search strategy would result in the best-fit probe robotic parameters p* to represent the desired probe pose Patient T ProbeTip *. For the initialization, the process is performed by the operator using the robot, and the view will then be pointing to the approximate center of the catheter's working range as the result of the initialization step.
Differential Kinematics for Localized Adjustment
For localized adjustment of the TOE probe (Figure 2b ) to monitor the catheter after the initialization, differential kinematics and image servoing methods are utilized to adjust the bi-directional bending. This starts from investigating the forward kinematics of the bi-directional bending, which has been previously described in [12] . The inputs are the rotation angle of the first bending knob, φ x , which controls the bending tip pitch in the posterior-anterior plane; and the rotation angle of the second bending knob, φ y , which controls the bending tip yaw in the left-right plane. The geometric illustration of TOE probe tip bending is shown in Figure 3 . The translation vector and rotation matrix between the probe tip coordinates and the probe base coordinates are expressed as
where α is the angle between the bending plane and the X-Z plane, β is the bending angle in the bending plane, L f is the length of the bending section of the probe tip, and L u is the length of the rigid section of the probe tip. In the matrix, Sx and Cx, respectively, denote sin(x) and cos(x).
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(1 )
where α is the angle between the bending plane and the X-Z plane, β is the bending angle in the bending plane, Lf is the length of the bending section of the probe tip, and Lu is the length of the rigid section of the probe tip. In the matrix, Sx and Cx, respectively, denote sin(x) and cos(x). 
The Jacobian for ω can be extracted from the skew-symmetry matrix, which is obtained from the multiplication of the partial derivative of ProbeBase R ProbeTip and the transpose of ProbeBase R ProbeTip :
The resulting robotic Jacobian is expressed as
The image servoing control for adjusting the probe bi-directional bending pointing to the catheter can be further determined by the image Jacobian, which relates differential changes in the image features to differential changes in the configuration of the transducer, i.e., the velocity skew ProbeTip V.
Let 
As the probe shaft is not expected to move during the localized adjustment, the catheter tip is considered not moving in the probe base coordinates for a given catheter tip position when bi-directional bending is applied (oesophagus movements are ignored). The rest of the components in (7) will all change when the bi-directional bending is applied. Taking the time derivative of (7), the following relationship is obtained according to the visual servoing method summarized in [19] :
where S( ProbeTip p) is the skew-symmetry matrix of ProbeTip p. The final Jacobian J relating the changes of robotic joint parameters to the changes of the catheter tip position in the probe tip coordinates is therefore obtained. With the differential kinematics, we have considered a simple controller as shown in Figure 4 , where ProbeTip P* is the ideal location of the catheter in the probe tip coordinates. This can be determined in the same way as described in the previous section so that the X-and Y-components for the US P* are zero, while the Z-component remains at the same value for its current position in the ultrasound image coordinates. The corresponding desired position ProbeTip P* can then be calculated based on the fixed calibration ProbeTip T US and used for the bi-directional position controller. A simple geometrical relationship then relates the resulting R = [α, β] T to the desired motor parameters for the bi-directional bending axes. 
Simulation and Phantom Experiments for the Initialization Step
To verify the correct working of the initialization step, a computer-based simulation experiment focusing on the search strategy itself has been performed. Five hundred random points were defined within a heart-oesophagus segment obtained clinically to simulate the targets defined by the user. The probe positioning method described in 2.2 was applied to calculate the desired probe pose to image the defined target, which is the center of the catheter's moving range, ideally placed at the center of the ultrasound FOV. Based on the resulting target's position in the ultrasound image coordinates, the error representing the offset distance from the center of the ultrasound FOV can be quantified.
To simulate the initialization procedure in a more realistic setup as a proof of concept, an experiment using a custom-made heart-oesophagus phantom was performed ( Figure 5 ). The phantom was MR scanned and imported to the view-planning platform. As the custom-made phantom has a different anatomical relationship towards the real heart and oesophagus, simulated procedures are manually defined based on the targeted anatomical structures, with six views selected for the experiment. For each view, the probe positioning method described in 2.2 was applied to calculate the desired probe tip pose to image the defined target. With the ideal view pre-planned, the probe positioning parameters were recorded. During the experiment, the probe was attached to the robot manually by the operator. Based on the depth scales marked on the original probe, the operator manually inserted the probe into the phantom cavity using the passive translation feature to the approximate distance as pre-planned. The active axes for rotation and bending of the probe driven by the robot were then utilized, by controlling from a PC based on the pre-planned angles and visual feedback and comparing the ultrasound images (center slices) to the pre-planned views. These 3D TOE views were acquired using the ultrasound machine (iE33 xMatrix, Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands), and the images were streamed to a PC via TCP/IP for post-processing. 
To verify the correct working of the initialization step, a computer-based simulation experiment focusing on the search strategy itself has been performed. Five hundred random points were defined within a heart-oesophagus segment obtained clinically to simulate the targets defined by the user. The probe positioning method described in Section 2.2 was applied to calculate the desired probe pose to image the defined target, which is the center of the catheter's moving range, ideally placed at the center of the ultrasound FOV. Based on the resulting target's position in the ultrasound image coordinates, the error representing the offset distance from the center of the ultrasound FOV can be quantified.
To simulate the initialization procedure in a more realistic setup as a proof of concept, an experiment using a custom-made heart-oesophagus phantom was performed ( Figure 5 ). The phantom was MR scanned and imported to the view-planning platform. As the custom-made phantom has a different anatomical relationship towards the real heart and oesophagus, simulated procedures are manually defined based on the targeted anatomical structures, with six views selected for the experiment. For each view, the probe positioning method described in Section 2.2 was applied to calculate the desired probe tip pose to image the defined target. With the ideal view pre-planned, the probe positioning parameters were recorded. During the experiment, the probe was attached to the robot manually by the operator. Based on the depth scales marked on the original probe, the operator manually inserted the probe into the phantom cavity using the passive translation feature to the approximate distance as pre-planned. The active axes for rotation and bending of the probe driven by the robot were then utilized, by controlling from a PC based on the pre-planned angles and visual feedback and comparing the ultrasound images (center slices) to the pre-planned views. These 3D TOE views were acquired using the ultrasound machine (iE33 xMatrix, Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands), and the images were streamed to a PC via TCP/IP for post-processing. 
Simulation Experiments for the Localized Adjustment Step
To verify the correct working of the localized adjustment step, a computer-based simulation experiment was performed by simulating the catheter's position vector US p = [ US x, US y, US z] T in the ultrasound image space. The Z-component US z was assigned within the depth of 5-10 cm, where most structures in a TOE scan are located. For the X-and Y-components indicating the in-plane movement range of the catheter, uniformly distributed simulated positions in the range from −5 cm to +5 cm were assigned to cover the size of a normal heart. Compared to Figure 4 described for the real scan, the experiment in this study uses the simulated catheter position as a way to replace the tracking of the catheter in a real scenario. For the joint control and bi-directional bending mechanism actuated by the robot in reality, this is replaced by the forward kinematics to generate the ProbeBase p ProbeTip . The experiment is summarized in Figure 6 . Similar to the previous simulation, 500 random catheter positions were generated for the analysis. The corresponding resulting catheter tip positions in the ultrasound image coordinates, after applying the Jacobian position control loop, were recorded.
To further simulate the initialization step and the localized adjustment step in a more realistic clinical scenario, selected cardiac interventional procedures using 3D TOE as the monitoring device were simulated with catheter tip positions defined (608 points in total) based on the clinically obtained heart-oesophagus segment. Examples include atrial septal defect repair, left atrial ablation, percutaneous mitral valve repair or replacement, and trans-catheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR). The virtual catheter tip positions were defined in the original MR image of the patient based on the anatomies of the procedure. These points were then imported to the simulation platform to represent the targets to be monitored by the TOE image. Based on the simulated positioning data of the catheter tip, similar experiments as described for the randomly generated targets were re-performed, and the resulting positioning data were recorded. As the heart phantom used in Section 2.4 is a closed system which does not allow any medical instrument (such as catheters) to be placed inside, the phantom experiment for the localized adjustment step is currently not available.
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Results and Discussion
Simulation and Phantom Experiments for the Initilization Step
For the simulated initialization method, the error function is defined as the root sum square of the X-and Y-components extracted from the matrix. The Z-component along the penetration depth of the ultrasound beam is not included as it usually has a minimum influence on the visualization. For the simulated experiments with randomly generated target position, the mean error was found to be less than 0.5 mm. To assess the performance of the acquisition for the phantom experiments, the acquired ultrasound images were registered to the pre-scanned MR images based on the method described in our previous work [17] . This calculates the real probe poses which can be used to derive the resulting target position in the ultrasound image coordinates. Therefore, the error representing the offset distance from the center of the ultrasound FOV can be quantified using the root sum square of Figure 6 . Overview of the simulation experiment using the Jacobian position control loop for localized adjustment with the red boxes highlighting the simulated sections.
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the X-and Y-components. The mean error for the offset distance was found to be 8.36 ± 2.29 mm (mean ± standard deviation (SD)). Examples of the pre-planned and the real obtained probe locations are shown in Figure 7 . Figure 7 . Examples of the pre-planned probe locations (probe head in black) and the real obtained probe locations (probe head in green) from the experiment with the pre-defined targets to be monitored (markers in blue) shown. The probe tip and the patient coordinates are shown in red.
Simulation Experiments for the Localized Adjustment Step
For the localized adjustment method, the X-and Y-components extracted from the recorded catheter tip positions in the ultrasound image coordinates were compared with the desired values, in which case, both distances are expected to be zero. These are treated as the absolute errors. Since the pyramid FOV of 3D TOE extends with increasing ultrasound penetration depths, centralization of the catheter tip positioning in the X-Y planes at different penetration depths were analyzed, taking the size of the X-Y planes into consideration. This was done by calculating the ratio of the Xand Y-components to the half-length of the X-Y plane, measured along the X-and Y-axis of the live 3D TOE image space. These two ratios are defined as the normalized errors.
The median absolute and normalized errors of the X-and Y-components for both the randomly generated catheter positions and the defined clinical procedures were calculated, and are summarized in Table 1 . The histograms of the absolute and normalized errors of the X-and Y-components for the randomly generated catheter locations are shown in Figure 8 ; corresponding histograms for the defined clinical procedures are shown in Figure 9 .
For the above analyses, the results from the simulation of the initialization step indicate the correct working of the method on its own, with a submillimetre probe positioning error identified. Though the simulation experiments have verified the accurate working of the proposed initialization method, differences between the simulation environments and the real scanning scenarios, as well as the involvements of the operator, could potentially influence the performance of the method. This can be observed from the experimental results of the phantom experiment, where the pre-planning environment is different to the real scanning setup in terms of physical constraints. For this initialization step, though the pre-planning method can accurately find an ideal probe pose, guiding the probe to the exact location without real-time tracking of the TOE probe would be difficult. The issues for probe tracking have been discussed in detail in our previous work [17, 20] where an image-based approach and a sensor-based tracking approach were investigated. In practice, the accuracy of the initialization is not crucial as it is an approximate process for large motions, while the localized adjustments are the main tools for accurate probe positioning. Therefore, no additional feedback is utilized in this work for the initialization step with the currently identified error level. 
For the localized adjustment method, the X-and Y-components extracted from the recorded catheter tip positions in the ultrasound image coordinates were compared with the desired values, in which case, both distances are expected to be zero. These are treated as the absolute errors. Since the pyramid FOV of 3D TOE extends with increasing ultrasound penetration depths, centralization of the catheter tip positioning in the X-Y planes at different penetration depths were analyzed, taking the size of the X-Y planes into consideration. This was done by calculating the ratio of the X-and Y-components to the half-length of the X-Y plane, measured along the X-and Y-axis of the live 3D TOE image space. These two ratios are defined as the normalized errors.
For the above analyses, the results from the simulation of the initialization step indicate the correct working of the method on its own, with a submillimetre probe positioning error identified. Though the simulation experiments have verified the accurate working of the proposed initialization method, differences between the simulation environments and the real scanning scenarios, as well as the involvements of the operator, could potentially influence the performance of the method. This can be observed from the experimental results of the phantom experiment, where the pre-planning environment is different to the real scanning setup in terms of physical constraints. For this initialization step, though the pre-planning method can accurately find an ideal probe pose, guiding the probe to the exact location without real-time tracking of the TOE probe would be difficult. The issues for probe tracking have been discussed in detail in our previous work [17, 20] where an image-based approach and a sensor-based tracking approach were investigated. In practice, the accuracy of the initialization is not crucial as it is an approximate process for large motions, while the localized adjustments are the main tools for accurate probe positioning. Therefore, no additional feedback is utilized in this work for the initialization step with the currently identified error level. The results from the simulation of the localized adjustment process indicate that all absolute errors are less than 10 mm, and the majority of errors are less than 1 mm for both of the randomly generated positions and simulated clinical procedures. The errors are further interpreted by comparing to the size of the plane perpendicular to the ultrasound penetration direction in the live 3D TOE FOV. The normalized positioning errors indicate that all catheter tip positions are located in the center area of the FOV, when compared with the size of the live 3D volume. These results demonstrate the errors of the method on its own would have little influence on the operator's visualization when observing the 3D image and the initial goal to automatically keep the catheter at the center of the FOV is achievable using the method, assuming the catheter can be tracked in the image coordinates. Comparing the results from the randomly generated positions to the simulated clinical procedures, lower errors have been identified for the simulated clinical procedures as the more clinically realistic approach in defining the catheter tip position resulted in a smaller required monitoring range of the TOE probe. A similar trend has been identified when comparing the three procedures within the clinical simulation experiment: a smaller monitoring range, e.g., the atrial septum repair procedure, results in smaller errors. This is because the probe's bi-directional bending axes would have a higher possibility of success when used to cover a smaller required FOV. Therefore, the combined use of the initialization process and localized adjustment process is also important for accurate monitoring. Comparing Figure 4 with Figure 6 , there are two main differences in the simulation experiment compared to the real scan. The real physical robotic movements for the bi-directional bending were replaced by the forward kinematic model to decide the probe pose. In reality, the performance of the bending axes is likely to be different to the prediction of the kinematics due to the complexities of the real environment. In addition, the catheter tip is assumed to be not moving in the probe base coordinates for a given catheter tip position when bi-directional bending is applied, while in reality, this may not be true and a time-dependent oesophagus movement might need to be included into the model. The results from the simulation of the localized adjustment process indicate that all absolute errors are less than 10 mm, and the majority of errors are less than 1 mm for both of the randomly generated positions and simulated clinical procedures. The errors are further interpreted by comparing to the size of the plane perpendicular to the ultrasound penetration direction in the live 3D TOE FOV. The normalized positioning errors indicate that all catheter tip positions are located in the center area of the FOV, when compared with the size of the live 3D volume. These results demonstrate the errors of the method on its own would have little influence on the operator's visualization when observing the 3D image and the initial goal to automatically keep the catheter at the center of the FOV is achievable using the method, assuming the catheter can be tracked in the image coordinates. Comparing the results from the randomly generated positions to the simulated clinical procedures, lower errors have been identified for the simulated clinical procedures as the more clinically realistic approach in defining the catheter tip position resulted in a smaller required monitoring range of the TOE probe. A similar trend has been identified when comparing the three procedures within the clinical simulation experiment: a smaller monitoring range, e.g., the atrial septum repair procedure, results in smaller errors. This is because the probe's bi-directional bending axes would have a higher possibility of success when used to cover a smaller required FOV. Therefore, the combined use of the initialization process and localized adjustment process is also important for accurate monitoring. Comparing Figure 4 with Figure 6 , there are two main differences in the simulation experiment compared to the real scan. The real physical robotic movements for the bi-directional bending were replaced by the forward kinematic model to decide the probe pose. In reality, the performance of the bending axes is likely to be different to the prediction of the kinematics due to the complexities of the real environment.
In addition, the catheter tip is assumed to be not moving in the probe base coordinates for a given catheter tip position when bi-directional bending is applied, while in reality, this may not be true and a time-dependent oesophagus movement might need to be included into the model. The tracking of the catheter, either based on an image processing technique or an additional sensor, is assumed to be known in the simulation experiments. In reality, intra-operative instruments are difficult to visualize using ultrasound, due to image artefacts [21, 22] . However, existing methods have suggested the possible approach of fast catheter tracking from 3D echo sequences based on segmentation from corresponding X-ray fluoroscopy and X-ray to ultrasound registration [23, 24] . Additionally, a sensor-based approach using electromagnetic (EM) tracking can also be used when both the intra-operative device and the TOE probe are EM-tracked. Related works, such as described in [20, 25] , have discussed the integration of EM sensing with the TOE probe. The device navigation using EM tracking for interventions has been a hot topic, and different studies have been presented to demonstrate the approach, such as described in [26] . These works could be eventually integrated into the currently presented robotic methods to formulate a complete solution for the use of the TOE robot to monitor intra-operative devices.
It should also be noted that the initialization method and the simulated TOE procedures described in this study focused on trans-oesophageal views, such as upper-oesophageal views and mid-oesophageal views. The remaining trans-gastric views and deep trans-gastric views were not included, as these views were outside the segmented region of the current heart-oesophagus model obtained from the clinical image, as well as not available from the custom-made heart-oesophagus phantom. However, the current method can be adapted to work with the trans-gastric views without too much additional work. For the initialization step, to decide a global location of the probe, the current pre-planning strategy within the oesophagus using the gradient descent search method will be extended to the stomach. In the new scheme, the constraint of the probe's location will not be limited to the oesophagus center line, but extended to the stomach with a virtual moving trajectory line of the probe generated from the geometries of the oesophagus and the stomach. For the localized adjustments using the proposed differential kinematics, the method will remain the same as the modelled localized space, since the derivation of the differential kinematics has no difference between trans-oesophageal and trans-gastric views.
Conclusions
This paper has described a strategy for controlling a recently developed TOE robotic system to adjust the pose of the probe, and therefore, automatically monitor intra-operative catheters used in cardiac interventions. The method has been divided into two stages with an approximate pose of the probe determined using a pre-planning method and an accurate pose of the probe adjusted based on a Jacobian position control loop. Accordingly, all of the four DOFs are employed for the once-only initialization, when human assistance is required for the probe insertion, and only two bending DOFs are utilized for the localized adjustments, when the robot could be controlled automatically. A series of experiments were performed, and the proposed method has been validated for its feasibility for use in this application. Limited by the experimental setup to simulate the complete workflow, our future works will focus on developing a new ultrasound imaging phantom to simulate the real trans-oesophageal approach, allowing both the TOE probe and a catheter to work inside the phantom in order to further test the proposed method.
